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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
December 3, 2020      
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO 
 
  
Q.  All right, Jennifer, let's talk about this first round here today. I know you started on 
10, but what was going through your mind through your front nine, and tell us how 
you were able to rebound with the front nine you had? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Honestly, I was really upset coming off my front nine just because I 
grew up in this weather, so coming onto the range I was really excited to get to go play. I 
think that's kind of what made me come back on the front nine, just because I was used to 
this weather and I knew I could do it. So I'm glad I was able to turn it around. 
 
Q.  Growing up in Colorado, when you were gearing up for this week, knowing the 
temperatures and knowing the chilly conditions that were ahead of you, were you a 
little bit excited or would you rather be playing in the warmer weather? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Oh, I'd for sure rather be in the warmer weather. I told my caddie I'd 
rather be playing in 112 degrees in Palm Springs right now. But at least I grew up in this cold 
weather so I kind of knew what to do. 
 
Q.  So your front nine starting on No. 10, the couple bogeys that you had, what did 
you say to yourself mentally? I know you said you remembered what it was like 
growing up in Colorado, but take me through some of those birdies. When did you 
realize that you were on a hot streak after a while? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah, I mean, on 16, which was my seventh hole, I completely 
missed a putt that wasn't even close and I kind of figured out my putting during that stroke 
and the rest of the way I just made a lot of putts coming in. And that was exciting to see. 
 
Q.  What does that do for your confidence going into tomorrow knowing that it's 
going to be a little warmer, the conditions are going to be a tiny bit different, but you 
were able to end strong? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah, I mean, just go out there and keep playing my game.  It's 
warmer tomorrow and everyone's going to like that a lot more too. So just go out there and 
keep fighting. 
 
Q.  This has been an unprecedented year for all of us. I mean, being able to play here 
in December is certainly a crazy aspect. What's it been like for you going through this 
home stretch of the last couple events and preparing for this one here in Texas? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Coming into these, I mean, it's really hard just because normally 
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we're in off season right now. So our brains are definitely in off season a little bit, and I 
definitely felt that during this off week during Thanksgiving. But just to come out and 
continue playing when normally we would be off, it's exciting to go into Christmas like that. 
 
Q.  So today being one of the very few people to end your round under par heading 
into tomorrow, what is there to work on and what do you think it does advantage wise 
for maybe some players that weren't able to get off to those under par kind of 
rounds? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  I mean, it's hard because you go out there and you never know what 
could happen over the next three days. We have a lot of golf left. So just go out there and 
keep playing, always something to improve on mentally. So just excited to get back out there 
tomorrow. 
 
 


